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CHECK-IN ROUND – Get present in the meeting by sharing how you are
The Facilitator asks: “What is your check-in?”

ADMINISTRATIVE CONCERNS – Anything we need to know upfront
The Facilitator asks: “Are there any administrative announcements?”

BUILD AGENDA – A list of points to discuss
The Facilitator asks: “Who has a point for the agenda?”
The Secretary captures with 1 or 2 words per item

PROCESS AGENDA – role and policy changes ready to try
Agenda items are processed one by one following these steps:

CHECK-OUT ROUND – Reflect to learn and close the meeting
The Facilitator asks: “What is your reflection on the meeting?”

A
PRESENT PROPOSAL – tell what your solution is
The Facilitator asks: “What is your tension and how would you solve it?”
Only the proposer talks. When necessary you can ask for help to craft a first proposal. 
The Secretary captures the proposal

B
CLARIFYING QUESTIONS – everybody understands the proposal
The Facilitator asks: “Who has a question about the proposal?”
Anyone asks, the proposer answers. Question by question, no discussion

C
REACTION ROUND – all reactions on the table
The Facilitator asks: “What is your reaction on this proposal?”
Anyone (except the proposer) gives a reaction, no discussion

D

AMEND & CLARIFY – an adjusted proposal
The Facilitator asks: “Do you want to clarify or amend something about your 
proposal?”
Only the proposer talks
The Secretary captures changes to the proposal

E
OBJECTION ROUND – the proposal is accepter or all objections on the table
The Facilitator asks: “Do you see a reason why adopting this proposal causes harm or 
moves us backwards? Yes or no?”. See the backside for when someone answers 
“yes”. When everybody answers “no” the proposal is accepted

F

INTEGRATION – create a joint solution
(this round only when there are objections) 
Objections are addressed one by one. The Facilitator asks the person that holds an 
objection: “What is your suggestion for adjusting the proposal so it doenst cause 
your objection and solves the original tension?” Anyone may help.
(after all objections are integrated there is another objection round)
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4E TESTING OBJECTIONS

Step 3: Tested: On request, the Facilitator can test the objection using these questions. You 
ask both sides of the criteria and ask the person with the objection to make a choice and 
give a short example/illustration

4E Tip: Non valid objections are not bad. If your objection is not valid: put it yourself on 
the agenda or carry it over to the role that is accountable for it

4F
Tip: Integration is about the shared goal you have as a Circle. With an actual tension to 
solve AND a concrete valid objection you come with a short discussion to an improved 
proposal that moves forward the Circle as a whole. 

Step 1: Stated: The Facilitator asks: “What is exactly your objection?”

Step 2: Captured: The Secretary captures the objection in the scratchpad area

Is your concern a reason the 
proposal causes harm or is a step 

backward? And how?

Is your concern the proposal is 
unneeded or incomplete?

of

Is your concern created by this 
proposal? And how?

Is it already a concern, even if
the proposal were dropped?

of

Do you know this impact will 
occur? And how?

Are you anticipating this impact
is likely to occur?

of

Could significant harm 
happen before we can 

adapt? And what?

Is it safe enough to try, 
knowing we can revisit it 

anytime?
of

Would the proposal limit one of 
your roles. Which one and how?

Are you trying to help another role 
or the circle in general?

of

The proposal breaks the rules of the Holacracy 
Constitution. E.g., Not valid Governance Output (NVGO) or 

outside of the circle’s authority (automatically valid)

Valid 
objection


